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MAIN COMPONENTS
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1. Install the compressor in a frost-free room on a level floor capable of taking the
weight of the compressor.
2. Compressed air outlet valve.
5
3. Delivery pipe :
∆P x d x P
The max . total pipe length can be calculated from
L=
1.85
450
x
Qc
L is the length of the pipe (m)
∆P is the max. allowable pressure drop (recommended 0.1 bar)
d is the inner diameter of the pipe (mm)
P is the absolute pressure at compressor outlet (bar)
Qc is the compressor FAD (l/s)
4. Ventillation : The inlet grid(s) and ventillation fan should be inastalled in such a way
that any recirculation of cooling air to the compressor is avoided.the air velocity to
the grid(s) has to be limited to 5m/s. The maximum air temperature at compressor
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intake opening is 40~ C, min 0~ C. The required cooling air flow to limit compressor
room temperature can be calculated from :
Qv = 0.13 N / ∆T
Qv is the required cooling air flow (m^3/s)
N is nominal motor power of the compressor (kW)

C

∆T is the compressor room temperature over the outdoor room temperature. (~ C)
When the comprtessor is provided with dryer (Full Feature), the required cooling air
flow is ;
Qv = (0.13N + 8)
∆T
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5. Drain pipes to condensate collector. The drain pipes may not enter the collector.
6. Control cubicle with monitoring panel.
7. Power supply cable to be sized and installed by a qualified electrician. In case of
IT network, consult Atlas Copco.
8. Filter type DD for general purpose filtration (particle removal down to 1 micron with
a maximum oil carry over of 0.5 ppm). As an option this filter can be integrated in the
compressor.
A high efficiency PD filter may be may be installed downstream the DD filter (particle
removal down to 0.01 micron and max. oil carry over of 0.01ppm)
Should oil vapours and odeurs be undesirable, a QD active carbon filter should be
installed after the PD filter.
It is recommended to install by-pass pipes over each filter together with ball valves
in order to isolate the filters during service operations, without interrupting the
compressed air delivery.
9. Safety valve.
10. Cooling air grating aircooler.
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Minimum free area to be reserved
for the compressor installation.
1m
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Notes :
- All pipes should be installed stress free to the
compressor unit.
- For more information concerning air nets,
cooling systems, etc refer to the compressor
installation manual.
- For dimensions and air flow directions refer to
the AHB dimension drawings.
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Dit document is onze eigendom en zal niet zonder toestemming worden gewijzigd,
gekopieerd, gebruikt voor fabricatie of mededeling aan enig ander persoon of firma.
This document is our property and shall not without our pur permission be altered,
copied, used for manufacturing or communicated to any other person or company
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Ventilation proposals
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Toleranties, indien niet aangegeven, zijn volgens:
Tolerances, if not indicated, according to:
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